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A recap about Blockchain terminologies

The hash function is a function that can be used to map any data to a fixed size values

Block 2 Block 3 Block 4Block 1
hash hash hash hash

Block-Chain = a series (chain) of blocks (container of transactions)



The hash function

“Statistics is cool” 

HASH

Ab4e41bc0732c8917…..78aed

C32556bfaacc6a9a5a…..71c21

“HELLO”

3733cd977ff097f........e83e4d5

7362da43f44e9094991…6910f



Transaction & blocks

A collection of transactions is gathered into a block that is hashed and 

added to the blockchain. 

HASH

C32556bfaacc6a9a5a…..71c21



B.O.S. – How it works

EUROSTAT

PRODUCTION

SYSTEMS
EUROBASE

Eurostat production systems send data to EUROBASE DB



B.O.S. – How it works

EUROBASE

EUROBASE datasets are published in EUROSTAT website



B.O.S. – How it works

HASH

EUROBASE datasets can be “hashed”. The hashes can be registered in a block

File1

File2

File3



B.O.S. – How it works

Main uses

Check the integrity of a file

Trust the source

Versioning of the file

Possible link to other NSIs to enhance transparency

Publish main indicators in the block metadata



B.O.S. - Use cases

Check the integrity of the file

Hash in the blockchain

Hash calculated

=



B.O.S. - Use cases

Trust the source

Eurostat data 

Push here to CHECK



B.O.S. - Use cases

Versioning of the file

Hash in the blockchain

Hash in the blockchain

V1

V2

Hashes can be linked



B.O.S. - Use cases

Link to NSI

Hash in the blockchain

Hash in the blockchain

ESTAT

ISTAT

Hash in the blockchain
DESTAT

The EUROSTAT Dataset can be linked to IT and DE datasets (data sources)



B.O.S. - Use cases

Publish principal indicators 

in the block metadata BLOCK METADATA:

EU GDP MM/YYYY = 2%

GDP



Thank you
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